Polymers 1
A (4p)
What is a gel and a gelation process? What is the “gel fraction”? (Explain qualitatively, not with
equations.) One usually divides gels into two classes. What is characteristic for them? Give one
example of a gel TYPE from each class! (No need to draw chemical structures.)
Gel consists of similar subunits that are connected to form an “infinite” network. The gelation is
the process in which the subunits become connected. The gel fraction is the fraction of bonds
between subunits that are part of the infinite cluster that holds the gel together. Chemical gels:
Covalent bonds link the subunits together, such as epoxy glues. Physical gels: Typically
reversible interactions, not covalent bonds, for instance gelatin.
Comment: Some people just wrote down the equations. This gives no points. The physics must
be explained!
B (4p)
What is “terminal time” and “plateau modulus” in the context of reptation theory? For each of
these two parameters, describe whether or not it depends on the degree of polymerization! (You
must motivate the answers.)
The terminal time is the characteristic time after which the polymers are no longer entangled and
flow starts in the melt. It depends on the degree of polymerization since longer polymers have
more entanglement points. The plateau value is the typical more of less constant stress one
measures after a deformation before the terminal time. This depends on the distance between
entanglement points and not N.
Comment: I should have used the term “plateau value” in the text instead of modulus, but it
should be clear that the same physical phenomena is described.
C (2p)
What is a lamellae in the context of polymers? Include a sketch of its structure!
Lamellae is the 2D sheet of crystalline polymers with aligned stretched coils. Parts of the coils
are always sticking out on both sides of the lamellae since polymers are never fully crystalline.

Polymers 2
A (4p)
Polystyrene has the following structure:

It is dissolved in a good organic solvent with χ = –1 and the molecular weight is 20800 g/mol.
Calculate the Flory radius if the Kuhn length is 2 nm and the monomer length 4 Å.
m = 104 gmol-1, N = M/m = 200, rescaling gives RF = 23 nm.
B (3p)
A brush of polystyrene has a thickness which is half the contour length. Assume the same
solvent (χ = –1). What is the grafting density?
H = aN/2 means that N can be removed from the equation for brush height, after rescaling only
Kuhn length remains and for χ = –1 one gets Γ = b-2/8 = 0.0313 nm-2.
C (3p)
The free energy of a coil, including conformational entropy, excluded volume and solvent
interactions, can be written as:
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In the derivation of the Flory radius, one makes the assumption that the volume of a segment is
a3. For a polymer like polystyrene, the aromatic side group is quite bulky compared with the
main chain and one could imagine that the segment volume is better described by ca2, where c >
a is a length corresponding to the extension of the side group. What will be the expression for the
Flory radius based on this hypothesis? (Rescaling is not relevant in this purely theoretical
treatment.)
Replace a3 with a2c, derive with respect to r, solve for: RF = [1 – 2χ]1/5c1/5a4/5N3/5.

Boltzmann’s constant: kB = 1.38×10-23 JK-1
Avogadro’s number: NA = 6.02×1023 mol-1
T(°C) = T(K) – 273.15

Polydispersity index (Mw/Mn):
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Random walk:
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Worm-like chain model (b = 2lp):
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Entropy:
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Gibbs’ free energy change:
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Alexander - de Gennes brush height:
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Reptation theory terminal time:
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Gelation threshold and gel fraction:
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Rubber elasticity modulus:
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Oscillatory deformation e(t) = e0sin(ωt) stress response and dynamic modulus:
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